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Intro & Origins

Mikel Rodriguez

● Leads DeepMind’s ReBl (red/blue) 
Team

● Previously helped lead AI Red Teams 
for the DoD



Intro & Origins

Daniel Fabian

● Leading Security, Privacy, and ML Red 
Teams at Google

● Previously red teamer & pentester



Intro & Origins

Sarah Hodkinson

● AI Safety & Security Program Manager 
leading red teams across multimodal 
research

● AI Ethics focused on misuse & abuse of 
systems



Intro & Origins

Thomas Brunner

● AI Red Teamer @ Google
● Previously researched realistic 

black-box adversarial attacks on ML 
systems



A rapidly evolving landscape

Widespread democratization of highly capable 
ML systems

Confluence of two things:

Introduction of new capabilities that couple AI with 
with a broader ecosystem that raise the stakes



A rapidly evolving landscape



We’ve gone from: a cambrian explosion in 
foundational ML security research

Credit: NIST adversarial AI attack taxonomy



To: growing number of real-world attacks on 
AI-enabled systems “in the wild”



Goals of this talk

Share perspective of a 
“day in the life” of AI red 
teaming

Opportunities to work 
together and to get 
involved

What is changing? and 
how will things evolve? 



Goals of this talk

Red teaming 101 in the 
ML context 

What is changing? and 
how will things evolving? 

Share perspective of a 
“day in the life” of AI red 
teaming

Opportunities to work together and to get involved



What is ML Red Teaming (for us)?



Origin of Red Teams

1

Term coined by the US military

structured, iterative process executed by trained [...] 
team members that provides [...] an independent 
capability to continuously challenge plans, 
operations, concepts, organizations and capabilities 
in the context of the operational environment [...]

““



Adversarial Testing vs. Red Teaming

Executing individual attacks

Typically narrowly scoped on specific 
safety policy violations

E.g. prompting for toxicity, bias, and 
other harms

End-to-end adversarial simulation

Based on scenarios:
● who is the attacker?
● what are their goals?
● what capabilities do they have?

E.g. crime group executing coordinated 
attacks to bypass ML-based abuse prevention

Adversarial Testing Red Teaming



Role of ML Red Team in an organization 

Sparring Partner Storytellers"Adversary"

What

Simulate real-world 
adversaries

Why

Identify and address gaps to 
stop real attackers. 

Data Provider

What

Test detection and response 
capabilities

Why

Prepare for real attacks 

What

Weave compelling attack 
narratives

Why

Ground security risk in 
business impact 

What

Collect and maintain data 
across exercises

Why

Provide qualitative data on 
effectiveness of defenses



Impact - more than just security

Attacks on ML deployments can cause damage in many ways:

Confidentiality, integrity, availability Security

Abuse

Privacy Aligning with users' expectations for privacy

Misuse of product features 



Ingredients for an ML Red Team

1

Machine Learning 
subject matter 

expertise

Attacker Mindset ML deployed in 
production



Red Teaming ML Deployments

Threat Intel input ⇒ acting like a real adversary

● Everything is in scope
● Attackers act rationally and economically
● End-to-end scenario



Classic Risks with an ML Spin



Supply chain

Executing downloaded models is 
dangerous

End-to-end provenance for models to 
ensure the integrity

1

How secure is the training data?

● Where does it come from?
● Can it be tampered with?

Backdooring the model Poisoning Training Data



Untrusted input

Serious issue as we are integrating 
LLMs into everything.

Reminiscent of SQL injection in the 
early 2000s.

1

Carefully crafted input that elicits an 
unexpected and attacker-controlled 
response.

(Indirect) Prompt Injection Adversarial Examples



Leaks

Models can be trained on sensitive data Avoiding the expensive training data 
gathering step by querying someone 
else's model to generate training data.

Training Data Extraction Exfiltration



Where do these risks come into play?

ML APIs

Classic Red Team may be 
sufficient

ML model development

Classic Red Teaming of 
infrastructure and supply chain

ML Red Team participates in 
research to anticipate threats

Adversarial testing for 
models

ML product integrations

Full combination of classic 
Red Teaming, ML Red 

Teaming, and adversarial 
testing



A day in the life of AI red teaming: 
From building a team to operationalizing security research (and 
a few lessons we’ve learned along the way)



Unsafe Trusted, Safe & Secure 



Threat Assessments 

Defining the goals and remediation teams 

Identify means to execution & rules

Leadership engagement 

Begin



How does this work in practice

Product teams

Research 

Community  



How does this work in practice

Research Embed in the research early 

Red teaming never stops!

Define your approach & get feedback 

Understand the teams implementing mitigations 

Define means of evaluation

Build a community



How does this work in practice

Product  
Simulate a real attacker

Conduct end to end exercise

Understanding the use cases of products 

Clear ways of reporting and managing bugs



How does this work in practice

Community 
Vulnerability rewards programs 

Jailbreak attack feedback 

Augmenting and implementing new attacks

Bias bounty programs 



Red Team Exercises 

Red Team Research

Community 



Glimpse into the future:
What is changing? And how might 
things evolve?



We are at a critical juncture 
The stakes are getting higher

=
From: limited applications of AI
(Recommender systems, spam 
filters etc)

To: AI being used in mission-critical 
environments (transportation, healthcare etc)



We are at a critical juncture 
And the attack surface is growing

Hardware: GPU side 
channel attacks

Supply chain poisoning 
& backdoor attacks

Model inference 
attacks

Plugins/3rd party 
integrations

 [adversarial 
suffix] → 
<API>tool </API> 



Level 1: 
Model misalignment

Level 2: 
Direct adversarial 

Action (1v1)

Level 3: 
Third party adversarial 

Action (free for all)

Model itself is misaligned with 
developer or user intentions

Threats: Threats: Threats:

The user is the attacker, 
intentionally manipulating the 
model outputs

Model is compromised by an 
external actor and acts as a 
middleman between the user and 
the application

● Bias
● Misinformation
● LLM threatening user
● Hallucinations  
● Poisoning

● Jailbreaking
● Leaking system instructions
● Sensitive training data exposure
● Model stealing

● User data exfiltration
● Automated social engineering
● Remote control/botnets of 

compromised LLM agents
● Manipulation by advertisers 

Opportunities/challenges for ML security researchers
The game in rapidly changing: from 1v1 to a free for all



Opportunities/challenges for ML security researchers
From highly targeted attacks to transferable/universal attacks

[bening prompt] [adversarial suffix] → [malicious action] 



Promising 
directions/ 
Reasons to be 
optimistic

We are getting a better understanding of the 
threat through shared real-world intelligence

Better tools for AI red teammers:



Promising 
directions/ 
Reasons to be 
optimistic

Auto Redteaming
From “artisanal” 

attacks to ML-aided 
discovery

Better tools for AI red teammers:



Promising 
directions/ 
Reasons to be 
optimistic

The community is growing!

Thanks to events like this.

Need to bring a diverse set of lenses to the 
problem of securing AI.



Get involved! 

We are at a critical 
juncture and securing 

AI will require a 
community of diverse 

skill sets.



Thank you!

Questions?


